CUSTOMIZED
VACUUM
SYSTEMS –
Development of an idea into
an optimized vacuum solution
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The requirements in modern
applications for analytic instruments
are very complex and relate to
performance, quality and cost.
It is obvious that a solution
based on standard components will
not fit to these requirements.
In most of the cases a customized
solution gives the best results.
The transfer from the customers’
requirements up to the finished
solution can be summarized in a
development process, which
includes several operations.

Customer idea:
first vacuum scheme

First vacuum scheme

In this step, the customer defines his requirements and advises the development team. All
significant information like total gas load, the
pressure in single regions and the volume of
some chambers are summarized. A first vacuum scheme can be developed. The following
steps are based on the first scheme.

Specification of
vacuum values

Specification of vacuum values

The development team determines the missing gas loads, conductance values etc. to get
the precisely desired pressure distribution.
First estimation of needed pumping speeds /
pump size and the first assumption concerning power consumption due to data mining
are follow. Unrealistic requirements will be
found and discussed.
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Rough assumption of pumping speed
category

Rough assumption of pumping speed category

In this step it is necessary to define the pumping speed class of the rotor. Several standard rotor versions are qualified. In addition
a wide range of existing rotor versions are
available with more than one package of rotor discs. If there is no version available
which fits in the requirements, it is possible
to create a new version without a long qualification process, because of the modular
construction principle.This design step is
important to calculate the size of the system
and sets the basis of the further steps.

Customer input –
backing pump
In this step it is useful to define the backing
pump for the high vacuum system. The
customer can specify the preferred pumping
technology (dry or wet). Information about
cooling, voltage, power consumption, flange
size can be shared. Depending on the
previously determined data, the development team will define the size of the pump.
In addition the team will calculate the conductance of the tubing to optimize the system. If the customer has already chosen a
backing pump, the development team will
use this specification for further calculations.

Basics of simple vacuum pumps
calculation
Calculation of the two most important pumping values: Compression ratio and pumping
speed out of statistical transmission probabilities. One pumping stage is pumping with a
probability P1-> 2 from region 1 to region 2
and with backstreaming vice versa. This corresponds to the steady state N1 and N2 are
the particle numbers in the region 1 and 2.
They are linear to the pressure p1 and p2.

Customer input – backing pump

Feedback

Backing pump:
example: dry
pump capacity
exhaust / inlet

Input customer

Static pumping mechanism

N1P = N1P12 – N2P21
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Pumping speed and compression of a vacuum pump are the charateristic values.
This important data can be obtained directly
out of statistical monte carlo values of transmission probabilities of a single turbo disc /
stage.
To calculate these two values, a knowledge
of the exact pump state is needed. The pumping speed S0 is defined at the same inlet as
outlet pressure, K0 is the compression ratio
without any gas load. In this last working
point, no single particle is pumped directly.
Backflow and pumping flow are equal. These
pump values can be calculated by the transmission probabilities P12 and P21, which are
independent from the pressure in the molecular flow regime, but depend on the rotation frequency and the blade geometry.
By using the orifice conductance value LBl
and the difference of the transmission probabilities the pumping speed can be calculated.

Vacuum calculation
of turbo discs

Calculation formulas

The pumping speed can be calculated by the
orifice conductance of the pumping area.
The compression ratio is calculated by the
quotient of the transmission probabilities.
Now, the most important values of a molecular pumping stage are known. This procedure is done at a turbo stage, but is also valid for a drag mechanism like Gaede, Siegbahn or Holweck mechanisms.
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Monte Carlo method with turbo discs

Statistical Monte Carlo

In the picture you can see the transmission
probabilities obtained by different relative
velocities. With this theory, a number of
characteristic curves can be obtained.
The most important geometry parameters are
the relative gas velocity, blade chord ratio and
the blade angle. Now, a turbo geometry can be
developed from the theoretical calculated
performance.

Mechanical calculations of turbo discs

FEM simulation

Finite-Element-Methods (FEM) are used to
calculate the critical load for a lot of different
cases. The boundary conditions are defined
by different rotational speed and different
temperature. Also vibration performance is
examined. In case of critical stress and
vibrations the blade geometry is changed.
Because of the high rotational energy, which
is stored in the pump, in each calculation
step the containment of the housing is
reviewed.

Holweck calculation
A Holweck pump is a molecular drag pump,
like a turbo stage. The advantage of the holweck
pump is the good pump behaviour in higher
pressure region. With turbo stage a pump can
work in the region of 0.5 mbar, while if a Holweck pump is used the fore line pressure can
increase up to 5 to 10 mbar. Also the power
consumption and temperature at high pressures will decrease with a drag pump. The vacuum design of the Holweck stage can be optimized for each single customer. If the working
point is defined, statistical simulation and CFD
(computional fluid dynamics) can be used to
optimize the drag stage. Further drag stage
principles are the Gaede stage and the Siegbahn stage. Pfeiffer Vacuum uses the Holweck
stage due to the possibility to integrate the motor inside the Holweck stage. The axial length is
reduced dramatically by this technique.

Molecular research on Holweck stages

Holweck streamline
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Modular rotor design
with a pool of parts

Pool of different rotor parts

The modular design principle with a great
pool of different rotor parts allows an
optimized design in performance and costs
for every application.

Determination of
useful turbo discs

Analytical calculation of gas friction

The development team determines the best
stage configurations out of an amount of turbo
discs. At this step the gas friction of the created
turbo stage is calculated as a function of the
geometry and the working pressure of this stage. The gas friction is calculated by analytical
formulas, which are created for turbo geometries. Another important parameter is the kind
of gas. At this step the preferred gas of the
customer is used and the gas friction due to
this gas is optimized.
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Creating of useful
turbo stages

Overview of several turbo stages

At real pump conditions (gas flow and different pressures at both sides) there is a linear
relation between compression and pumping
speed.

The particle number is now replaced by the
pressure, also a gas load is present.
Now LP is equal to S, the pressure ratio p2/p1
is the compression K and the ratio of the
transmission probabilities P12/P21 is K0

The compression K can be written as K=S/Sv
The internal pumping speed depends on
each single pumping stage. Every stage is a
backing pump for the next stage.

Perfect vacuum solution:
New rotor

A new rotor achieves the desired performance

The new rotor achieves the desired
performance (see graphic).
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Review – critical
back-streaming

Schematic view of the critical back-streaming

The sketch of the vacuum system determines that the compression between chamber
3 and 4 is around 300. So the compression
of the turbo discs has to be higher than 300.
If this is not valid, then there will be critical
back-streaming through the turbo discs. Due
to experience, Pfeiffer Vacuum designed the
calculated pressure ratio within a safety factor of 3.

Theoretical power
consumption

Charts of the evaluated data

In this step the power consumption of the
whole pump is calculated. The total power
splits into gas friction in the turbo stages
and in the Holweck stages and of course the
compression power. The power loss
depends on the efficiency of the motor,
magnetization losses and the bearing losses.
For each single part the power is calculated
by analytical formulas known to Pfeiffer
Vacuum. The error in these values is lower
than 15%. Therefore the temperature at a
special working point is known in the design
phase. The working point consists of the kind
of gas, gas load, foreline pressure and
ambient temperature.
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Interaction:
Internal pumping speed –
port size
The minimum size of the ports depends on
the vacuum requirements. The shape and
the positioning is very flexible.
The final definition of the interface between
pump and chamber depends on the needs of
our customer. The standard sealing is realised by o-rings. A considerable know how in
special sealing technology like UHV and
high temperature is also available.
Static parts like splinter shields or tubes can
be between pump and chamber. This will
decrease effective pumping speed at the
chamber. Calculation of conductance by
simulation or analytical methods,

Interaction of the pumping speed and port size

Pumping
speed peak
at this port

simulation of pressure distribution in
different inlet regions and chambers and the
optimization of the geometry and different
surface interactions can also be calculated.

Compression along pump axis
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Estimation with complex chamber
geometry

Schematic view of a chamber mounted on the pump

Final definition of the customers’ needs
After the final definition of the vacuum
requirements the pump design can be
completed. The requirement for vent valve
purge gas, estimated power consumption,
cooling conditions, the positioning of the
backing port and the electronic interface are
the main issues for the design of the bottom
part. The fixing of the pump housing with
the chamber is also very flexible and
depends on the needs of chamber design
and maintenance. Also the bearing unit is a
part of the Pfeiffer Vacuum modular design
principle and can be easily adapted to
customers’ needs.

Cooling concept

Different cooling parts for several solutions

 Passive
 Passive with cooling fi ns
 Active fan
Active fan and cooling fi ns
– Standard fan
– Integrated fan
 Water cooling

Bearing concepts
 Bearing for horizontal operation.
 Bearing for orientation independent
operation.
 Bearing optimized for very low
vibrations.
 Bearing optimized for fast and easy
service.
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Mechanical interface
 Safety consideration and consulting is
always a part of our development.

Turbo controllers
and interfaces

Turbopump with TC 110 and TC 400

Choice of turbo controller TC 110 / TC 400
TC 110
 Small
 Max. 150 W motor power
 Accessory control
 RS-485, Profi bus, DeviceNet
TC 400
 High performance
 Max. 400 W motor power
 Accessory control
 RS-485, Profi bus, DeviceNet
 Sensor system inside the pump
(temperature management, self
protecting)
 Customized parameter setting
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Accessories












Accessories for several requirements

Splinter shield / protective screen
Vent valve / purge valve
Fans / water cooling
Tele TC cable
Special cables
Vacuum gauge head – external / internal
Power supply
Valves
Relay box
Pressure sensor
...

Completion









Cost analysis
Prototyping
Qualifi cation Pfeiffer Vacuum
Qualifi cation customer
Parameter preset
Exclusive agreement possible
Manual
Certification
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